Pathway analysis is a very important aspect in computational systems biology as it serves as a crucial component in many computational pipelines. KEGG is one of the prominent databases that host pathway information associated with various organisms. In any pathway analysis pipelines, it is also important to collect and organize the pathway constituent genes for which a tool to automatically retrieve that would be a useful one to the practitioners. In this article, I present KPGminer, a tool that retrieves the constituent genes in KEGG pathways for various organisms and organizes that information suitable for many downstream pathway analysis pipelines. We exploited several KEGG web services using REST APIs, particularly GET and LIST methods to request for the information retrieval which is available for developers. Moreover, KPGminer can operate both for a particular pathway (single mode) or multiple pathways (batch mode). Next, we designed a crawler to extract necessary information from the response and generated outputs accordingly. KPGminer brings several key features including organism-specific and pathway-specific extraction of pathway genes from KEGG and always up-to-date information. Thus, we hope KPGminer can be a useful and effective tool to make downstream pathway analysis easier and faster. KPGminer is freely available for download from https://sourceforge.net/projects/kpgminer/.
Introduction 1
Biological pathway is defined as a collection of genes or proteins that are 2 functionally related to each others to perform some biological activities such 3 as signaling or regulatory activities. Some of the on-line pathway databases 4 are KEGG [1] a set annotated pathways presented in the databases such as KEGG [1] .
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One of the sources to collect such annotated pathway sets is the Molecular Moreover, those collections aren't organism-specific.
25
In this article, I present a standalone tool called KPGminer that retrieves 26 the pathway genes from KEGG [1] for all the organisms every time it runs.
27
This provide always up-to-date and organisms specific information which can To get all the pathway genes for those selected pathways, user press a but- 
